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Load sensing hydraulic system for
drilling rig based on amesim

Dongmin Li2, 3, 4, 5, Yanqiang Zhang3, Jia

Li3,Guofang Ma3, Mengquan Shang3

Abstract. Aiming at sticking for drilling rod used on a typical drilling rig, a load sensing

system is built on drilling rig after analysis on the hydraulic system of drilling rig, and it is modeled

with AMESIM, besides the control method based on fuzzy PID is proposed for the hydraulic system.

The simulation results show that the hydraulic system can deal with the drilling for the drilling

rod e�ectively.
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1. Introduction

A typical drilling rig is characterised with low speed and high torque, and capable
of drilling large-diameter hole underground coal mine. The drilling rig can drill
the large-diameter gas drainage holes and other engineering holes underground coal
mines, and it consists of three parts, i.e., the host, hydraulic pump station and
operation console[1−3].

Sticking for the drilling rod due to geology, stress and other reasons during the
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drilling holes underground coal mine occurs occasionally, which may cause the dam-
age to the drilling rig if the e�ective measures can not taken timely. Therefore the
corresponding solutions on sticking for the drilling rod must be adopted to improve
production safety underground coal mine and protect the drilling rigs and drilling
rods.

In this paper, the hydraulic system of drilling rig is redesigned based on load
sensing method, furthermore the model of the load sensing hydraulic system of the
drilling rig is built with AMESIM, �nally the drilling rig is controlled with fuzzy
PID method, and the simulation on the whole system is done.

2. Structure of the drilling rig

The fundamental structure of the host of a typical drilling rig is shown in �gure 1.
The host consists of four parts, i.e., power head, holder, feeding device and chassis.
Among that, the power head is mainly composed of hydraulic chuck, gear box and
hydraulic variable motor, and the hydraulic chuck is adopted to clamp the drilling
rod, thus the drilling bit drill in the holes underground coal mine due to the rotation
of the hydraulic variable motor and transmission of the gear box. The holder is
released when the operation of drilling holes starts, so that the drilling rod can be
fed into the holes through the holder. The drilling rod is drilled into the holes and
pulled away from the holes driven by the feeding device. The chassis is used to
support the whole rig and install the feeding device, which is composed of base,
upright column and support cylinder.

Fig. 1. The fundamental structure of the drilling rig

1-holder 2-power head 3-feeding device 4-chassis
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3. Hydraulic loop with load sensing method

Load sensing method is used in the hydraulic system to sense the load and provide
the pressure and �ow rate corresponding to the load, and it works as follows: �rstly,
the shuttle valve network with multi-stage high pressure priority is used, and the
maximum load pressure of the system is guided to the sensitive chamber of the
di�erential over�ow valve. The outlet pressure from the pump is higher than the
maximum load pressure of the system at any time by automatically adjusting the
over�ow �ow of the di�erential relief valve, and the pressure di�erence is determined
by the pressure regulating spring of the di�erential over�ow valve.

Based on the original hydraulic system of drilling rig, the load sensing system is
added into the drilling rig hydraulic system, which is shown in �gure 2.

Among that, HAWE PSV load sensing valve indexed with number 10 is controlled
by the electric signals, and the �ow and pressure in the system are depended on the
multi-way valve and the load respectively, the maximum load pressure signal LS of
all the reversing blocks are chosen by the shuttle valve and transferred to the variable
mechanism of the load sensing variable pump. The variable mechanism adjusts the
displacement of the variable pump according to the magnitude of the load pressure,
so as to match output of pressure and the �ow from the variable pump with the
loads. When all the reversing blocks are in the middle position, the load sensing
variable pump is unloaded and the system is in a standby state.

Fig. 2. Load sensing hydraulic loop of drilling rig

1-tank 2-ball valve 3-hydraulic pump 4-electromotor 5-check valve 6-high pressure
�lter 7-pressure gauge 8-temperature gauge 9-relief valve 10-load sensing multi-way
valve 11-one-way throttle valve 12- pilot operated check valve 13-feeding cylinder
14-support cylinder 15-hydraulic motor

4. Fuzzy PID control method

Fuzzy control is a computer intelligent control method based on fuzzy set the-
ory, fuzzy linguistic variables and fuzzy logic reasoning, and the basic concept was
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proposed by L.A.Zadeh who is a famous professor at University of California in the
United States[4,5]. The basic principle block diagram is shown in �gure 3.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of fuzzy control method

Fuzzy controller for the drilling rig mainly is built as follows: �rstly the input and
output variables of fuzzy controller is determined, then the controller parameters
such as correlation domain, quantization factor and scale factor are determined,
furthermore the fuzzy control rules are formulated according to the actual experience,
�nally the fuzzy methods are determined.

4.1. Input and output variables of fuzzy controller

The input variables of the fuzzy controller for the drilling rig are the pressure
deviation denoted with E and the increment of the pressure deviation denoted with
∆E from the feeding device, however the output variable is the pressure of the
variable pump denoted with V. The fuzzy controller aims to combine the existing
knowledge and experience, and the working condition of drilling holes is judged
via fuzzy processing according to the deviation and the increment of the pressure
during the drilling process. Then the pressure from the outlet of the hydraulic motor
is output via defuzzi�cation processing according to the fuzzy control rules, so as
to improve the quality of drilling holes and decrease accidents of sticking for the
drilling rod underground coal mine.

4.2. Variable fuzzi�cation

The fuzzy controller has two input variables E and ∆E, an output variable V,
but it still can be regarded as two-dimension fuzzy control system with single input
and single output. The linguistic value of input variable E is divided into 7 levels,
i.e., E={NB, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PB}, and it represents Negative Big, Negative
Middle, Negative Small, ZEro, Positive Small, Positive Middle, Positive Big, and
the variables ∆E and V are also divided into 7 levels, i.e., ∆E={NB, NM, NS, ZE,
PS, PM, PB}, V={NB, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PB}[6,7].

The fuzzy controller for the feeding force is designed with triangular membership
function and fuzzy toolbox in Matlab, and the diagrams of the membership functions
are shown in �gure 4, 5 and 6.

Among that, the range of pressure deviation is (-6,6), and the unit for the hori-
zontal axis is MPa. And the range of increment of pressure deviation is (-6,6) too,
besides the range of pressure control is (-2,10), and its unit is MPa. The membership
function of E is expressed with triangle numbers except that ZE is expressed with
trapezoid numbers.
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Fig. 4. Membership function of pressure deviation E

Fig. 5. Membership function of pressure deviation increment ∆E

Fig. 6. Membership function of pressure V

And the triangle membership function is expressed with the following formula 1
and 2:

µ (x) = (x− a) / (b− a), a < x < b (1)

µ (x) = (x− c) / (b− c), b < x < c (2)

The trapezoid membership function is expressed with the following formula 3, 4
and 5:

µ (x2) = (x2 − a) / (b− a), a < x2 < b (3)

µ (x2) = 1 (4)

µ (x2) = (x− d) / (c− d), c < x < d (5)

Among that, a, b, c are the turning point value of membership function in the
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horizontal axis, and µ(x) is the membership degree in the vertical axis corresponding
to the values in the horizontal axis.

The fuzzy control rule table of the feeding force of the drilling rig is compiled
according to the fuzzy theory, which is shown in table 1.

Table 1 Inference table of fuzzy control rules

V ∆E

NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB

E

NB PB PB PB PB PM ZE ZE

NM PM PM PM PM PM ZE ZE

NS PM PM PM PM ZE NS NS

ZE PM PM PS ZE NS NM NM

PS PS PS ZE NM NM NM NM

PM ZE ZE NM NB NB NB NB

PB ZE ZE NM NB NB NB NB

The fuzzy control rule is expressed with the statement and written into the fuzzy
controller, and its syntax is expressed as follows:

if (E is A) and (∆E is B)
then (V is C)
The surface of the control rules can be got with fuzzy rules viewer of fuzzy toolbox

in Matlab intuitively[8], which is shown in �gure 7.

Fig. 7. Surface of the fuzzy control rule

5. Simulation on hydraulic system

Load sensing multi way valve and speci�c hydraulic loop is built with mechanical
components library, hydraulic components library and HCD component library in
AMESIM. The model of load sensing hydraulic loop of the drilling rig is built, then
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the parameters of each component in the system are set, among that, the parameters
of the variable pump are set as follows: the displacement, pressure, volume e�ciency
and the cut-o� pressure is set as 68cm3/r, 28MPa, 0.98 and 30MPa. The load sensing
hydraulic system of the drilling rig based on fuzzy PID method is shown in �gure 8.

Fig. 8. Fuzzy PID control system

AMESim can encapsulate the complex systems due to its super component func-
tion, so it can drag simple icons placed in the application library with their own
de�nition to replace the complex systems. The inner loop of the variable pump
is encapsulated as a super element, and the package function of the feeding force
and rotation torque of the drilling rig is inserted into Simulink in Matlab, so the
corresponding logic controller is established[9]. The �nal hydraulic loop of the joint
simulation model is shown in �gure 9.

Fig. 9. Load sensing hydraulic loop for drilling rig

The simulation results are shown in �gure 10 and 11, and the results can be got
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from the simulation as follows:
When the time interval is between 0 and 5s, there is no external load, therefore

the �ow rate of the hydraulic pump and hydraulic cylinder are both zero, besides the
pressure of the hydraulic pump increases slowly, and it is kept at pressure waiting
state.

When the time interval is between 5 and 6s, the external load occurs, therefore the
pressure of hydraulic cylinder rises rapidly, and there is demand on �ow, meanwhile
the �ow of hydraulic pump increases rapidly until maximum �ow.

When the time interval is between 6 and16s, the �ow rate of the hydraulic pump
and hydraulic cylinder reach the maximum values, under the action of the external
load, the pressure of hydraulic pump and hydraulic cylinder increase continuously.

When the time interval is between 16 and 22s, the external load becomes small,
so the �ow of hydraulic cylinder and hydraulic pump decrease synchronously, and
the pressure increase continuously until maximum pressure.

When the time interval is between 22 and 28s, the external loads remain un-
changed, so the �ow rate and pressure of hydraulic pump and hydraulic cylinder
remain unchanged.

When the time interval is between 28 100s, the external load becomes small, so
the �ow increases continuously until maximum �ow, however the pressure reduces
continuously until the minimum value.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the �ow and pressure of hydraulic
pump and hydraulic cylinder always change with the loads, and the hydraulic system
meets the requirements on the operation.

Fig. 10. Flow diagram of hydraulic pump and actuator

6. Conclusion

When the drilling rig encounters the complex geology situations during the
drilling holes operation, it can not adjust the �ow and pressure of the hydraulic
pump in time, which easily leads to sticking for the drilling rod, even destroys safety
operation underground coal mine. Aiming at the defect of the hydraulic system, a
hydraulic system with load-sensing technology for the drilling rig is designed. Ac-
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Fig. 11. Pressure diagram of hydraulic pump and actuator

cording to the actual working conditions, PID control with AMESIM are applied to
model the hydraulic system, and simulation results are got. The results show that
the hydraulic loop is e�ective for solving sticking for the drilling rod and increasing
the e�ciency of operation of drilling holes.
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